Digital Alpha VME 2100 Drawer Rackmount Front Bezel

Installation Information

Introduction

The front bezel is installed on the Digital Alpha VME 2100 drawer rackmount chassis after the chassis has been installed in a RETMA or IEC cabinet.

Refer to the Digital Alpha VME 2100 Owner's Guide and perform the Digital Alpha VME 2100 installation procedure for a RETMA or IEC cabinet.

NOTE

If an optional removable media storage device is installed in the Digital Alpha VME 2100 chassis, remove the corresponding blank insert on the front bezel before installing the front bezel on the chassis.

Installing the Front Bezel

Use Figure 1 and the following procedure to install the front bezel on the Digital Alpha VME 2100 drawer rackmount chassis:

1. Grasp the front bezel by the flip-down pull tabs or by the sides.
2. Align the four strikes on the front bezel with the four latches on the chassis.
3. Press the front bezel onto the chassis until the four strikes snap into the four latches.
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Figure 1: Installing the Front Bezel